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Where the HELL were Maya & Miles those 7 hellish years when Nick's world collapsed, post-
disbarment Amid laughter & tears, the AA gang learns life's bittersweet truths: sometimes love's not
happily ever after, justice doesn't always prevail, and money can't fix all tragedies, and broken
hearts can heal, but can they ever truly mend Part 3 of Turnabout Lawful Love Trilogy. Phaya/Feyt.
Follows the Ace Attorney Timeline for the most part and goes through AJ to Post DD. The story starts
pre-Apollo Justice, right before Phoenix's disbarment. Official part 3 of the Turnabout Lawful Love
Trilogy.If you're a fan of quotes, poetry, music videos, and lyrics, which I can't post here per site
rules, the full version of Turnabout Everlasting (along with my other works) have them on my
personal site: thejordanphoenix.com.Turnabout Everlasting Playlist of 200+ songsBIT.LY/2Jbg91m
Although Maya was a great asset to the New Avengers, she had some problems staying in the
Avenger's country, even after the Hand's infiltration. And due to her mysterious heritage, she had to
use her intelligence to avoid suspicion. For a while, Maya was also on missions with the New Warriors
who she joined shortly after their return from the early Planet Hulk. In a mission to the East of Japan,
she and the New Warriors were ambushed by the villainous arms dealer Scorpion. [19] Maya was
captured and after the attack, she was tortured and then handcuffed to the bed frame in Scorpion's
hideout, which was done as a result of her possession of a ruby ring that belonged to his mother and
which also contained pieces of her brother's head. Using her intelligence, Maya was then able to
escape the house after she learned the location of Scorpion's hidden arsenal in a cave. She then
helped the New Warriors, most notably Valkyrie, and later took part in their battle with the
Galadorian nation of dwarves in which she was badly injured. She later returned to New York before
joining with Daredevil in a mission to find and rescue his newly assigned partner and perhaps
greatest ally in the world, Alexandra-Michel. Not long afterward, during a mission in the Hell's
Kitchen that turned bad when the New Warriors were targeted by a gang with the abilities of Deadly
Dopple-gangers, Phoenix was badly injured in the ensuing clash and was then transported to the
hospital in hopes of healing. During her stay at the hospital, she reminisced about her past before
witnessing a soldier named Dragon wearing a computer that allowed him to control the minds of
everyone he came into contact with. Maya, having come to believe that they might actually be
working for the government, broke him out of the hospital, in hopes of getting help for dealing with a
dangerous force. They then battled Zephyr and his master, and were assisted by the New Warriors in
the fight. [20]
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